This paper presents the practical implementation of developed genetic algorithm based optimal power flow algorithms. These algorithms are tested on IEEE30 bus system and the results were presented in the paper [8] . The same algorithms now tested on 220KV Washi zone Indian power transmission system . The GAOPF with fixed penalty and Fuzzy based variable penalty tested on 220KV transmission system consists of 52 bus and 88lines. The fuel costs ,computational time and the system condition were studied and the results are presented in this paper .Also the available load transfer capability of the 220KV system for congestion management is also presented
INTRODUCTION
Optimization means the minimizing the generator -operating cost within the given constraints of a transmission system in which the generators are operating [1] .The basic principle of mechanics of nature and natural genetics are used in the GA. To get the optimal solution, the mixing of evaluation with randomized, structured exchanges of information is helpful. The use of genetic algorithm load flow with the gradient information by the steepest decent method enhances the result of problem in GAOPF [2] . The transformer taps shunt devices, voltages and generator active power outputs are the control variables used in a GA. In GA, the Fitness Function (FF) based on the term quadratic penalty use the branch flow, reactive generation and the voltage magnitude constraints. The optimal power dispatch problem of a multimode auction market is solved by GA [3] . The nodal real and reactive power injections that clear the market are selected as the problem control variables .A best Result using only simple genetic operations such as proportionate reproduction, simple mutation, and one-point crossover in binary codes are used in a simple genetic algorithm. [4] .The selection operator works with the fitness value, any selection operator used with binary coded GAs can also be used in real parameter GAs [5] - [8] , where the Hybrid genetic algorithm (GA) base approach, continuous variables are designed using real-coded GA and discrete variables are processed as binary coded GA. Whereas Real Coded GA has real parameters can be used intact and crossover and mutation operators are applied directly to real parameter values. Now a day the Congestion management is done with the rescheduling and / or load shedding schemes which avoids the overloading in a transmission lines. For the effective congestion management in a power system with the existing transmission and operational constraints are done by using OPF techniques [9] - [10] .
OPTIMAL POWER FLOW PROBLEM STATEMENT
In a optimal power flow certain control variables are adjusted to minimize an objective function by satisfying the physical and operating limits on state and control variable to get the power flow solution.
The minimum fuel cost problem is stated as
BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO GENETIC ALGORITHM
Genetic Algorithm is used for global function/control optimization based on the theory of survival of the fittest. The three basic operator's are-Reproduction, Cross-over and Mutation .Firstly the GA generate the initial population. Each member (individual) of the population is associated with binary string of suitable length L. A solution of the problem is in the string. For intermediate population a sampling of initial population are used. Crossover explores new regions in the search space. Crossover is responsible for the structure recombination and the Mutation is used to avoid premature convergence of population and to fine tune the solution. A maximum fitness value in the searching process provides the minimum fitness function. For a larger fitness value a chromosome of lower cost function are used. The maximization of fitness in Simulated Roulette wheel is the objective of OPF.
PROPOSED ALGORITHMS FOR SOLUTION OF OPF
Equation (1) will provide the solution to optimal power flow by adjusting the control variable u in a specific search direction satisfying the equality and inequality constraints. The selection of control and state variables and the techniques define the convergence and time for convergence. The solution time depends on the size of the system. OPF with voltages as control vectors posses a slow convergence rate for GA, as GA is random population based search algorithm. In this case, the GA utilizes large generation and without guaranteed convergence. Considering, the disadvantages of it, this paper suggests, 3 algorithms which speeds the solution and accuracy. Let,
Where, V -the set voltage magnitudes of buses in a power system δ -the set angles of buses in a power system P -the set of active power Q -the set of reactive power Let, B is set defined as,
Where, G -set of generating buses G L -set of load buses and C -set of controlled buses TL -the set of transmission lines T -set of transformers Let, MG Є G, is maximum generation capability bus which will supply the losses in power system.
GA Based Approach

-ALGORITHM (A):
Many optimization applications use GA as global optimization techniques. The conventional algorithm of OPF suffers from disadvantage of getting trapped into local optimum; hence the GA is used to obtain the solution of OPF. Increase in the number of OPF variables slows the convergence rate for GA, that's why the selection of control variable is critical issue in GA application of OPF. Sets of control variables were tested extensively to find the effect of control variable on the convergence of simple genetic algorithm.
The wide spread control variables used are chosen to find the optimum solution as
The penalty function is used to improve the convergence criterion of Simple GA in this algorithm. The fitness function which is to be minimized is given by
Where eq P and ineq P are the Penalty terms for the equality and inequality constraints. With the assumed control variables, the state variables X of system are obtained by using fast decoupled load flow solution, by iteratively solving the equation for load flow solution.
Load flow solution is used to obtain fitness function given in equation number (8) OR (9) . To change the search direction the cross-over and mutation are carried out on the population. Whenever the constraint is violated, the penalty (+) being added which is proportional to square of the amount of violation while minimizing the objective fitness function.
Algorithm (B):
Where bus switching is allowed during the fast decoupled load flow calculations.
Algorithm (C):
More practical set of control variables are chosen in this algorithm (C).
Conditions of Algorithm (A) and of Algorithm (B) are used in Algorithm (C). The fuzzy penalty (FP) is also applied to all algorithms such as PV-FP (without switching), PV-SW-FP (with switching) and PVQ-FP.
CASE STUDY
The effect of widespread control variables on the OPF solution of Indian practical 220KV Washi Zone Transmission System of 52 bus and 88 lines were studied. The suggested algorithms were tested under both normal and contingent conditions. For one transmission line total 88 contingencies are considered during the study of Fig (5.1) .
Fig (5.1).Indian Practical Washi Zone 220kV Transmission Network
Similar study like IEEE-30 bus system is also been carried out on the Indian 220 kV WashiZone transmission system of 52 bus and 88 lines.
SGA based OPF using Fixed Penalty
The proposed algorithms are analyzed for cost of generation, computational time, system condition and transmission line flows of the system.
5.1Cost of generation
Result of the SGA based proposed algorithms with fixed penalty under with and without contingency conditions is given in table (5.1) and (5.2) respectively. 
Computation Time
The average, minimum and maximum computational time obtained by various GA based algorithms under no contingency and contingency conditions for various probability ordered pairs are given in table (5.4) and table (5.5) respectively. 
Effect on system conditions
Analysis of 220kV network for various system conditions using the SGA based OPF is presented in the next section.
Bus Voltage Profile
The bus voltage profile obtained with and without the contingency conditions is given in figure 
Allocation of Real power generation
It can be observed from table (5.6) that, the LMMS-PQVδ selects the generations from the few of the generating buses based on their cost of generation. This algorithm provides the best optimal solution in view of percentage loss than other algorithm under no contingency condition. The % loss calculated at this condition by this algorithm is smallest amongst the all. The graphical representation of the comparative % generation allocation from each bus is shown in figure (5.4) . Comparatively, loss calculated by PROAL-PVQ is 0.91 % which is smallest amongst the PROAL-PV, PROAL-PV-SW or LMMS. Table ( 5.8), shows the comparative line flows obtained using the proposed algorithms with and without contingency. 
PROAL-PV PROAL-PV-SW PROAL-PVQ
SGA based OPF using Fuzzy Penalty
The fuzzy based penalty is being implemented for further improvement of the convergence criterion of SGA based proposed algorithms on the 220 kV systems. The statistical parameters obtained after 10 runs of PROAL-PVQ for sample probability ordered pair (0.1, 0.1) and (0.7, 0.5) are shown in 
Congestion management
The proposed GA based algorithms are also tested for obtaining available transfer capability of system under various contingency conditions. ATC study gives the idea of additional amount of power above some base case value that can be transferred in a prescribed manner between two sets of buses where the source, in which power injections are increased, and the sink, in which power injections are decreased by an offsetting amount. The operational or physical limit to be reached that prevents further increase in the transfer power and the loading in the network. The effects of contingencies are taken into account in the determination. Formulation of the ATC problem is in terms of a single unknown, the scalar parameter λ, whose value is to be maximized for each ATC case. The available transfer capacity is determined for Single contingency case is processed by GA based proposed algorithms to find the maximum transfer power without causing a limit violation. The proposed fuzzy penalty based proposed algorithms PROAL-PV-FP, PROAL-PV-SW-FP and PROAL-PVQ-FP are used to calculate, the maximum load transfer on the system. For every method, 10 runs of algorithms are carried out and averages of various are calculated for conclusion purpose.
The maximum load transfer capability calculated using various proposed algorithms PROAL-PV-FP; PROAL-PV-SW-FP and PROAL-PVQ-FP are shown in figure (5.6) and also given in table (5.13). 
CONCLUSION
Among all the methods presented the method PROAL-PVQ produces the better results in terms of cost of generation, computation time, system conditions and Transmission line flows with fixed penalty. Also the congestion management provided by this method is better than provided by other methods.
